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SuperList application

General

Application Manager for Smart lists (Todo List). Page of the HTML one node under the body and

all elements of the application will be introduced dynamically by javascript code. You must

manage the file upload by requirejs. On each file should contain code which is responsible for

one thing: there are no write files too large to do too many things - for example, you write a file

.called layout.js and contain only source responsible for the distribution of the screen

The code is divided

:into two parts

modules - the app is built from a number of independent modules so that if there is a

problem with one system modules

Can still continue to work. Continue shows three main modules and who runs them is

. Infrastructure

Infrastructure - provides services modules and contains the logic that manages the .

application, such as a Open module where and when



:Below mockup of the application



The main file - main

The first file run after configuration requires is actually manage the construction of the screen

and the start of the application. You may add additional file management app will be using this

.file and will set to work, in order to divide the code into readable parts

Layout of the screen - layout

To divide the screen we'll use external library http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui - kendo-ui. There

is a good read documentation library and use the API correctly. The widget is used for the

.distribution of the total called splitter

the screen to be divided as

:follows

The left side of the screen contains the sections 1,2,3 together and could be closed •

.or resized toward the left side



1



2



4



5



3

.Part 1 - will be a fixed size but could be closed and open by the user to the upside

. Parts 2,3 - open as long as left side is open

The middle part of the screen 4 will always be open it is the middle part of

.the application

.The right part of the screen 5 could be closed or resized toward the right side

When the application server loads it gets information about user preferences. The information comes as

json object contains general parameters are saved in usage changes. You should make the screen show

as it was last time, ie whether the parts provided close were closed or open and what the size of the

.pieces can be resized



Working with the server - requests

Requests.js file contains functions designed to redirect server. These functions will turn serve

receive or store information. Each function should return promise using it possible to write

asynchronous code. we will use the implementation of jquery. Example and documentation at

the following link: https://api.jquery.com/deferred.promise/ All of jquery ajax function returns

.promise



The left side

This section will contain a menu, a list of middle and add a button + down

.list



Each row in the list contains the name

of the task list and the number of tasks

. that were added so far

Plus button will open a window

containing form for creating a new list.

Window contains two buttons: save and

. cancel

If the Save button is pressed will be

added to the lists

cancel will close the windows without

saving



When a list is selected it

will be highlighted in a special

color and a button will appear

on the right side of number of

tasks list. Clicking this button

will open a window that allows

editing of the list: it is

renaming or Delete. Used to

create windows Kendo widget

:library called window



. http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/window/index

Clicking on one of the lists reefs in the central part of the screen contains the list of tasks.

: In order to create tabs need to use tabStrip library

http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/tabstrip/index Content top menu is your choice and you

have to build it ready to use menu is also located

kendo library :

http://demos.telerik.com/kendo-ui/menu/index

The central part of the screen

Each tab in the central part of the screen

contains the checklist. At the top will have a field

.for entering new missions



Each mission will create checkbox which marking

indicates the end of its assignment and transfer to the

. bottom of the screen the list of completed tasks
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